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Introduction 
E-Marketing stands for electronic marketing, is also known as Internet 
marketing. In contrast to traditional marketing, E-Marketing takes 
marketing techniques and concepts, and applies them through the electronic 
medium of the internet. Essentially, E-marketing threads the technical and 
graphical aspects of online tools together, allowing for design, advertising, 
brand development, promotion and sales. Internet marketing offer the 
possibility to tracking almost every action a visitor or potential customer 
takes in response to marketing messages and how they navigate through 
their buying cycle. One of the most desirable aspects of Internet marketing is 
low barrier to entry. “Digital marketing/e-marketing as the name specifies is 
marketing over the internet through various digital devices". 
 

 
Even though the term ‘digital marketing’ was coined in the 1990s, its 
complete usage and importance has risen only in the recent past. As 
technology advanced rapidly over the past two decades, digital media became 
so widespread that anybody could access information anytime, from 
anywhere. 
 
This helped in promoting products through this all-pervasive media as the 
marketers could monitor what is trending, what is the selling point of a 
product, etc. Not just that, digital marketers are also able to monitor, in real 
time, what is being read, for how long, and by how many people - put a 
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number on all content out there and through that analyze what works and 
what doesn’t alongside the rate of sale conversion. As a marketer – digital or 
otherwise – you need to have a complete understanding of your audience. 
This is a challenge for the current crop of digital marketers as there is a 
variety of protocols, specification and interfaces across different digital media 
and devices. This article describes the various common digital marketing 
tools that are presently employed by entrepreneurs in marketing of fish and 
fish products. 
 
Keyword Strategy 
A keyword in digital marketing is defined as a word or phrase used by a 
person to gather information on a topic online. Usually people enter the 
keywords in search engines like Google, Bing or social media sites like 
twitter, facebook, LinkedIn and so on to hatch the information they are 
looking for.  
 
Day by day, the number of people finding business online through keyword 
search is increasing. This is a good signal for marketers who want to extend 
their business and increase their reach. They can optimize their website and 
social media profiles around the keywords that are related to their business 
and are most frequently used by the people to get the required information. 
Now, when the people will search for information using these keywords, their 
chances of getting found go higher which eventually brings more and better 
quality traffic to your website. 
 
Marketers need to make sure that right people are finding them and they are 
not wasting money on useless clicks. Keyword research is an ongoing 
process that gives us insights on product demand and industry trends. One 
can grow their organic traffic and can prevent spending money on Pay-per-
click campaigns through comprehensive keyword research. Keywords used 
by fish marketers include fresh fish, fresh fish online, fresh fish online kochi, 
fish online, daily fish online etc.   
 
How to construct a keyword strategy? 
1.  Create a short list of 4-5 Keywords that are related to the product and 

services you are offering. While doing so think as if you are the consumer 
who needs certain product and is looking for the information. 

 
2. Build keywords based on relevance and intricacy. Avoid using words or 

phrases in your keyword that are very competitive as that will make it 
harder to rank well in search engine results. Rather use keywords that 
are less competitive and more distinctively related to your business. The 
competitiveness of a keyword increases with the increase in volume of 
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searches on that keyword as in greater the volume of searches on a 
keyword, the more competitive it is. As far as determining the 
competitiveness of a specific keyword is concerned you have a number of 
tools at your disposal such as Google keyword tool and others. 

 
3. Two things that need to considered while deciding about keyword is its 

relevance and search engine results that it gives. Keeping both in mind, 
you need to make a balance between the two. Suppose your keyword is 
very relevant to your business but people are using some other word to 
find the information, it will not give you the desired results. Similarly, if 
your keywords are giving you good results on search engine pages but are 
not relevant to your business then that is a waste of clicks and money 
because visitors are not going to find anything that they thought will be 
there and will finally leave your website. 

 
Types of Online marketing  
 
1. Search Engine Optimization 
Search Engine Optimization is the way toward enhancing rankings of a site 
or website page in the unpaid “organic” search lists. The way of the SEO is to 
make website pages rank higher in the search engine result pages (otherwise 
known as SERPs) to increase visibility, authority and Alexa scores. The 
higher a page positions, the more striking and unhidden it is, and along 
these lines will get more activity, traffic, and conversions. 

 
From the very starting, Search Engine Optimization played by a genuinely 
very much-characterized set of principles: Optimize a page for particular 
Keywords, manage links from different sites that utilize your targeted 
keywords, etc. While these ways are still pertinent, Google’s Penguin update 
has put SEO professionals who has been flourishing by manipulating the 
framework have found the ground shrinking underneath their feet. 
 
However, it’s still critical to comprehend that search engines are still like 
robots, or you may say advanced robots, yet robots in any case – and the 
principal comprehension of what a page is about will be based on the 
content on the page. There are various tools you can utilize for SEO, and 
some of them are Moz SEO tools, Keywordtool.io, Bing Webmaster Tools 
(BWT), Google Keyword Planner, etc. 
 
Some best SEO practices are- 
 Guest Blogging 
 Public Relations 
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 Direct Mail 
 Collateral Material 
 Brand Evangelism, etc. 
 
2. Pay Per Click (PPC) 
As an effective type of online marketing, Pay per clicks is one of speediest 
types of marketing channels to drive targeted traffic to your web pages and 
related services. In any case, when done aimlessly, can cost an organization 
a huge number of dollars with almost no returns. It’s one of my most loved 
lead generation practices in light of the fact that once your ad campaign is 
optimized, you’re ready to compute a genuinely exact and profitable ROI. 
 

 
 
Whatever you do, but never go into PPC under the misguided judgment that 
you’re recently going to target on several keywords, think of some copy, write 
them, and then watch the money pour in- A long way from it really. With 
PPC, the whole objective is to transform latent users into engaged prospects 
and then engaged prospects into purchasers. 
 
To do this you should first lure clients to tap on a promotion and send them 
to the ideal landing page with content that matches the advertisement. The 
thought process behind this is that you need to keep similar phrasing all 
through the experience so your new guest stays engaged and involved all 
through the experience. 
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Pay per click promotions are no longer displayed on the sidebar on search 
engines, and now they can be shown on niche sites, or they may also act as 
sponsored stories on different social media networks. PPC ads can be shown 
as product listing, or as a video ad. They are focused on, either via a search 
term, or by the site on which the pay per click promotion is shown or also by 
the profile interests. Most online fish marketing firms like Daily fish, Healthy 
fish and Fresh to Home etc use this method very frequently. 
 
3. Email Marketing 
Considered as one of the most important types of digital marketing channels, 
email marketing can be understood as the bridge between the highest point 
of your business channel (Awareness– SEO, Social Media, and Internet 
Networking) and related sales. Certainly, email is not as hot as it’s more 
youthful and hipper partner – Social Media, yet it’s a standout amongst the 
most immediate and private types of correspondence. Along these lines, it is 
yet a standout amongst the best types of marketing channels in terms of 
optimizing sales by ensuring engagements. 
 
The best email advertisers grasp the private way of email correspondences 
and take care to treat their email subscribers somewhat more special 
compared to non-subscribers. This should be possible by offering- access to 
elite content, unique email subscribers’ rebates, customized bargains, or 
other “insider” products not available to the outside audiences. 
 

 
Email is additionally a famous type of online marketing in light of the fact 
that, when your email campaigns are set up appropriately, you can attach 
correct dollar ads up to individual clients. This permits you to make fully 
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targeted messaging that lets you comprehend where your client is in the 
purchasing cycle. Making email campaigns for each phase of the client 
lifecycle permits you to develop loyalty and more conversions. Most online 
fish marketing firms like Daily fish, Healthy fish and Fresh to Home etc use 
email marketing on a daily basis to engage and attract their customers. 
 
One significant hindrance for email advertisers is the steady development of 
spam channels in email programs. Organizations should likewise make 
guarantee their program does not disregard spam laws. 
 
4. Video Marketing/Youtube Marketing 
Are you aware of the fact that YouTube is the second biggest search engine 
on the planet, and the third most went to the website? While it might appear 
that a standard commercials ads may be the most effortless route for a 
business to take part in video highlighting, this is essentially not the 
situation. Video can be amazingly social, and brilliant video advertisers are 
obscuring the lines of what’s adequate for branded content. Videos act as 
one of the most interactive types of online marketing.  

 
Take for instance the Daily Fish Youtube channel. The ‘fish capture to fish 
delivery at your home’ video makes extraordinary utilization of technology to 
convey its message, and the “business” side is practically optional to the 
objective of making you overwhelmed. Along these lines, video can be an 
unimaginably intense apparatus to convey the correct message to the correct 
market and pull in the correct sort of client from the earliest starting point. 
Understanding your objective market and an all around characterized brand 
peculiarity go far in making this work. Personally, video marketing is one of 
my most loved types of internet marketing channels in light of the fact that it 
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melds such a variety of various components: Copywriting, SEO, SMO and 
obviously Video Production. Tragically, the greatest misguided judgment 
about video advertising is that you can shoot a video on your webcam, 
publish it up on YouTube, and then watch the income pour in. This couldn’t 
be any further far from reality, and if video advertising is something you’re 
thinking about, I would profoundly prescribe you get the best possible 
training before taking your video endeavours to next level where you can 
ensure great profits for investments. 
 
5. Blog Marketing 
It may appear to be abnormal to see blogging on this rundown, in light of the 
fact that a considerable lot of the things we’ve discussed may appear typified 
in blogging. Regardless, a blog is only a channel. It can have recordings, 
podcasts, content articles, news subjects, offer affiliate marketing, give 
guideline or knowledge and it incorporates content that fills the channel. 
 
Blogging makes to the list of different types of online marketing channels on 
the grounds that dealing with that channel is truly an expertise all alone. 
Planning content, labeling and ordering content properly, overseeing interior 
linking, upgrading navigations – these are only a modest bunch of things 
that a genuine “blogger” oversees. 
 

  
 
Blog administration is basic to the achievement of the blog as its basic 
structure is the thing that aids search engines list your blog for the content 
you need to be known for, and guests to go to proper pages inside your 
webpage. 
 
6. Content Marketing 
Content marketing is one of most powerful types of online marketing channel 
that continues flying around, yet not very many individuals (counting 
advertisers) truly comprehend what really matters to it. In the event that 
“blogging” is truly about how everything is circulated and organized, content 
marketing is the act of making media that carries the individual cooperating 
with it towards one of the following four objectives: 
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Get Shared- The basic role of this sort of content is to spread all through a 
group and get most extreme exposure. For the most part, this sort of content 
will interest the distinctive extremes of your market’s identity. This should 
be possible through funniness, stun, inspiration, pity, outrage, being 
astoundingly cool, making individuals grin, charming, or inconceivably 
genuine. The trap for something to “be viral around the web” is that it needs 
to speak to a vast gathering of individuals. 
 
Get Discussed- The objective of this sort of content is to begin a discussion 
inside a group. This should be possible by utilizing huge news things, 
tending to a common issue, uncovering a grimy mystery (or truly any debate) 
or making an important evolving asset. When hoping to make discussion 
content, there is one particular reason, get individuals talking. 
 
Generate Leads- While the initial two sorts of content advertising are 
basically about bringing issues to light, getting the lead conversion 
procedure to work appropriately is about making content that gets your 
prospects to first recognize their issue, and then say, “I require your 
assistance”. From that point forward, it’s about offering an answer to settle 
that issue. 
 
Make Sales- This is fundamentally the same as “lead content” and the 
reasons this sort of “offering” content happens is because conversion is must 
to channelize any successful online marketing campaigns, and by making 
sales through your content, you can ensure conversions. 
 
Content marketing needs to dependably have one of these four objectives at 
its center with a specific end goal to keep it well targeted. Without one of 
these four objectives, you’re making content just for content’s sake not for 
conversions and sales-– which after some time will abandon you baffled and 
your prospects confounded. 
 
7. Social Media Marketing 
Amongst different types of online marketing, Social Media is youngest and as 
appealing as innovative and powerful. Most online fish and fish product 
sellers have grasped the utilization of social stages to advance their brand 
image. Moreover it is the cheapest and best platform to advance ones 
business without spending a bomb on costly websites and advertisements. If 
an entrepreneur has to characterize the beginning procedure of social media 
promotion: he/she should look at different web-based online channels as 
any traditional media. 
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This would mean observing, learning and utilising the typical social 
networking sites like – Facebook, Google+, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, 
Instagram etc. – however then additionally there are niche networks, forums, 
discussions, dynamic blog groups, and wherever there’s dynamic two-way 
discussion happening.  
 

  
 
In these types of online marketing channels, one would look for target 
audiences and give careful consideration to the dialect they’re utilizing, the 
inquiries they’re asking, and the substance they’re sharing. Famous online 
fish sellers like daily fish, fresh to home, one day cart and healthy fish are 
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actively available on facebook, twitter and instagram showcasing their daily 
catch and variety to prospective customers. 
 

  
Examples of fish marketing through facebook. 

 
 
The even more usually rehearsed social media strategy is “Create & Then 
Distribute” in a well-targeted manner. Maybe the most abused approach for 
online networking advertisers is to share everything to everybody approach. 
By utilizing a more vital and figured social media plan, fish-preneurs can 
create social media communication that helps you construct a considerably 
more extensive gathering of people after some time. 
 
8. Web Marketing 
In this modern era, customers and companies are on the internet for 
information. Why do you think people visit a website? It’s primarily to find 
information. And if you’re in the business world, information is critical. You 
need to have a website for your customers. It needs to contain information 
about what you can do for them. Most online fish sellers have a well 
developed and established website. However if websites are un affordable, 
the entrepreneurs can still opt for social media marketing. Below are just a 
few of the advantages and benefits of having a website for your business. 
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Less Expensive 
Have you ever advertised your business through various forms such as 
printed media, radio, television or by other means? It’s expensive! Investing 
in advertising is necessary, but it takes a lot of money. Having a website will 
make your advertisement and sales less expensive. Many versions of offline 
advertising available on the internet are sometimes free. 
 
Advertising 
A website is more environmental friendly when it comes to advertising and 
marketing. There are lots of ways to advertise your products or services 
through the internet. One example is Facebook ads, an advertising feature 
offered through Facebook. Another one is called SEO.  This is a major 
advantage for your business. Having a good SEO service provider can boost 
the ranking of your website which quickly results in increased sales and 
higher profits. 
 

  
Website of ‘fresh to home’ Website of ‘one day cart’ 

 
Satisfaction 
Having a website will be more convenient for your customers and leads. 
Make it easy for your customers to purchase from you! Many will be more 
likely to visit your website, rather than driving a car to your physical location 
and browsing for your products. From a customer’s point of view, it’s better 
for them if they don’t have to ask anything. They can just find what they’re 
looking for on your online site. 
 
Increase Customers 
Most businesses have local popularity, but what about potential 
customers outside their city?  A website can help you generate more 
customers. Not just outside your city, but worldwide. The internet offers a 
global community. With a website, your business will be visible around the 
world. 
 
Accessibility 
Have you ever experienced having to turn customers away because it’s 
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closing time? Well, you don’t have to close the doors of your website.  An 
online site can be visited any time of the day or night. People will look to 
your site instead of going to your shop because it is more accessible. Just 
make sure to post enough information about your products and services. 
 
Access to Information 
Did you know that if you own a website, you can actually track everything 
that is happening on it? You can even look for information that will tell you 
how many people visited your site, or how many people messaged or emailed 
you. You can access the progress of your website and view all its pages. You 
can even make an update anytime, making it much less expensive than 
printed material. 
 
Fresh 
Smart business owners create a blog page for their company. Having a blog 
to post fresh content will keep your website attractive and fresh. 
 
Links 
Links are very important to viral marketing. If you have many sites linking to 
you, it is like spreading the word about your company all around the world. 
If you have a good website with good content related to information, products 
or services, people are more likely to link your website to theirs. This means 
they recognize your website as valuable. 
 
Better Relationship 
Having a website can build better relationships with your customers. You 
can send messages instantly to your customers through email. Also, your 
customers can review your products online and can also leave feedback for 
you and your business. It’s best to always send your customer a message. 
This is essential for building a good relationship with them. You can even 
give them more information about your business through messages or 
emails. 
 
Increase Sales 
If you are a business owner, more visitors  leads to more potential sales. 
That’s how your website will help you. You can drive more people to your site 
by consistently updating and promoting the contents of your site. The more 
informative your site is, the greater the possibility of increasing your sales. 
 
Opportunity 
A website gives you the opportunity to prove your credibility. You have to tell 
your customers why you deserve their trust through your website. This can 
earn positive feedback for your service and products. Also, your website 
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serves as a place for a potential investor to explore what your business is 
about and what it can do in the future. 
 
Long Term Clients 
What do you think is the difference between client and a customer? Well, a 
customer is the one who walks in and buys something and that’s it. A client 
is your regular customer. He is buying your products or services daily or 
contractually. Having a website gives you a chance to gain more clients that 
can help your business grow. 
 
Conclusion 
Online marketing is a dynamic kind of marketing that is constantly evolving 
and changing. As an online fish marketer, one need to focus on the areas 
that align the most with your own natural strengths, and then you need to 
do your best to be exceptional at the things you’re skilled at. To be a 
successful online fish marketer it is must to know essential skills to 
channelize different types of online marketing channels in a dexterous 
fashion. This article helps you comprehend the different types of online 
marketing channels that fit with different skill set, and aid fish and fish 
product entrepreneurs optimize their online marketing campaign. 
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